
1 .3 . N E U T R O N N U C L E A R P H Y S I C S

1.3.1. T ECH NI CA L PR OJECT S

The decision to create à new pulsed source of resonance neutrons, IREN, and the startup of
realization of this proj ect, stimulated the active work of nuclear physicists to update the existing and
to develope novel techniques for experiments in sectors tradit ional for FLNP.

After à prolonged delay due to insuffi cient fi nancial support , full-scale realization of the
UGRA proj ect began for measurement of the neutron electric polarizability. Implementation of the
UGRA proj ect is under way in collaboration with the Institutes of Nuclear Research in Kiev
(Ukraine) and Rez (Chekhia), and with the Technical University of M unich (FRG). À large-scale
vacuum multidetector chamber is under construction for measurement of neutron angular
distributions in elastic scattering. Two new types of neutron detectors have been created and tested
for this chamber. At the same time à series î Ãtechnical issues has been investigated with à prototype
of the UGRA setup. For example, new data have been obtained on the contribution of p-wave
neutron scattering on heavy nuclei. Assembly î é Üå chamber in the experimental hall and its tests are
scheduled for the end of 1994. The setup should be ready by the startup of the new pulsed neutron
source, IREN .

Good facilit ies for studying short-lived fissioning isomers and delayed fi ssion neutrons in the
millisecond region are provided by à new device installed on beam N 11 of IBR-2, that was
commissioned in 1992. Test experiments revealed the necessity of modifying the device, which was
done in 1993. For instance à new chopper was constructed and installed on the neutron beam. On-
beam adjustment of the device was performed. In 1994 measurements will be carried out with
samples prepared at NI IAR.

Preparation has been start ed in collaboration with Physics Power Engineering Institute
(Obninsk) for measurements of the energy and angular dependences of emissions from fission
fragments at resonances with an aligned ' i U nuclear target . The fi rst version of the target was

installed on beam N 5 of the IBR-30 booster. Tests of the target permitted the choice of the final
target construction. In 1993 it was realized, and complex adjustment of the setup was performed.
The first measurements were carried out for the (n, f)-reaction w ith the ~s'U nucleus. The setup is

ready for data taking in 1994.

An experimental setup is being created for measuring the p-odd asymmetry of y-quanta

emissi
on from the reaction '~Â(ï , à)'×ë~ -+ × ë+ó in the high intensity beam of polarized thermal

neutrons at the St.Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics (Gatchina). M easurements are scheduled
for the second half of 1994.

The ROM A SHKA setup has been updated for the investigation of y-quanta multiplicit ies in
decays î Ãneutron resonances. I t comprises neutron detectors with à 2z -geometry, which will permit
signifi cant improvement of the accuracy in extracting the parameters of neutron resonances.

M uch work has been carried out for mathematical simulation of the experiment and of à
series î Ãparts î Ãthe setup intended for the fi rst straightforward measurement î Ã the neutron-neutron
scattering amplitude at the BIGR reactor (All-Russian Research Institute of Experimental Physics,
Arzamas).
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1.3.2. E X PE R I M E N T A L ST U D I E S

During the ðåï î é covered by the report, implementation continued of the program fi xed
earlier of experimental studies of the fundamental properties of the neutron, of parity violation in the
interaction of slow neutrons with nuclei, neutron resonance decay channels, etc. Studies were
performed at the FLNP JINR pulsed neutron sources, IBR-2 and IBR-ÇÎ , and also at neutron
sources of à number of other world nuclear centers (PINP, Gatchina; INR, K iev; Oak Ridge and L os
Alamos, U SA; Garching, FRG; Beiging, China, Geel, Belgium).

The FLNP PINP-VNIIEF-TU (M unich)-INR (Ukraine) collaboration continued, examining
the ââèåâ of electric polarizability within the framework î é Üå research program for investigating the
electromagnetic properties î È Üå neutron. M easurements were performed of the energy dependence
î Ãthe total neutron interaction cross section with the nucleus î Ã the lead isotope " 'ÐÜ. Their analysis

revealed that the neutron coeff icient of electric polarizability strongly (up to à change in sign)
depends on the neutron-electron interaction amplitude chosen for the calculations. Since the values
of this amplitude derived from various experiments diff er by several standard deviations, new
approaches are necessary to this problem. One such approach involves precise measurement of the
total cross section for the lead isotope indicated in fi ltered neutron beams. These measurements were
init iated at the reactor of the INR of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in 1993. The fi rst
experiments demonstrated the feasibility of achieving the required precision. Great diff iculties are
encountered, unfortunately, in providing the resources required for operation î é Üå reactor in K iev,

Another fundamental characteristic î Ãthe neutron is its lifetime ò relative to p-decay. In the

FLNP report covering 1991, j oint measurements of xÄ at the Ê Î × ÈÍ setup were announced by the
Dubna-Gatchina collaboration. The precision achieved in measuring xÄ amounted to about 0.3%.
Í åãå an anomalous leakage of UCN was observed, which exceeded by à factor of over 100 the
theoretical estimate derived from experimental data obtained with very cold neutrons (VCN). Òî
investigate the reasons for âèñÜ leakage, an activation technique was developed for measuring the
spectra of neutrons produced in inelastic interactions î Ë ÇÑÕ with the surface material of the vessel .

The technique was tested at the UCN channel in Gatchina with materials exhibit ing record low
absorption coeff icients ( 10 ' -10 ~ per collision) . At the same time, modernization of the K OV SH-2

setup was completed. I t was ready for the experiment, but it was not possible to start experiments in
1993, because of diff icult ies in putting the new UCN channel in operation at the V VR-Ì reactor in

Gatchina.

Precise measurement of ò„ is one of the purposes of the new proj ect that is being developed
j ointly by FLNP and VNIIEF (Arzamas). Design and construction have been completed of the I SPIN
setup, which will permit realization of à new method for obtaining, extracting and utilizat ion of
superdense (about 10' ñò -' ) UCN gas from the BIGR aperiodic pulsed reactor. Estimates show that

when the expected parameters of the setup are achieved, it will be possible to measure t Ä with an
accuracy higher than 0.3%. However, since the safety requirements at BIGR have become ò î ãå
stringent, the construction of the setup must be modified. This will result in à delay of the first

experiments until 1995.

Essential development took place of the program for studying parity violation and time
invariance in neutron induced reactions. New results have been obtained on violation of space parity.
The Dubna monoisotopic " Cd sample was used in à j oint Dubna-Geel experiment, in which
measurements were performed of the spins of p-wave neutron resonances observed earlier by FLNP
physicists. Then, the same sample was used for measuring p-odd eff ects in neutron transmission with
the wide aperture spectrometer of resonance neutrons, LAN SCE, at L os Alamos. À preliminary
analysis î Ãthe first series of ~oint measurements, that relied heavily on data relevant to the spins of p-



w ave resonances, seems to indicate an absence of the sign coherence of p-odd eff ect s observed
ear lier for thorium and uranium nuclei . Experiments w ith the " ~ÑÈ sample w ill be cont inued

consider ing the sign anomaly to be essent ial for understanding the nature of space par ity v iolat ion in
nuclei .

The obtained information turned out to be very useful in planning future experiments for
studying the eff ects of p- and t-parity violation. À special monocrystalline ' s Ho sample was made at
Duke University for investigating the violation of t-invariance. The depolarization of neutrons in the
sample must be known with à high accuracy before the main measurements can be initiated. To this
end the POLYANA spectrometer of polarized neutrons and nuclei has been modernized, and à new
cryostat has been created for alligning the nuclei in the '~' Í î sample. The fi rst stage of
measurements were performed at the IBR-30 booster by the FLNP Duke University-LANL

collaboration. Analysis of the results points to à significant (up to 300%) angular dependence of the
depolarization eff ect (Fig. 22), which requires correction of the technique for the planned
measurement of the t-odd fi ve-vector correlation between the spins of the neutron and nucleus and

the neutron momentum.

Also with the POLYANA setup, and using à record-breaking ( 1.5 kg) polarized '~×.à

sample, à measurement was made of the transmission cross section for polarized neutrons (Fig. 23).
The energy dependence, necessary for analyzing p- and t-odd eff ects to be studied at Dubna and

Gatchina, was obtained for the polarization cross section.

~~Fi~ . 22. A ng ul ar dep endence î / the tr ansmi ssi on eff ec t

s due to dep olari zati on of neutr ons i n à ho lmi um
monocry stal f or var i ous ori en ta ti ons of t ts c - axi s.

Fie. 23. Transmissi on eff ect s î / polari zed neutrons
through à polarized lanthanum target. The open ci rcle
represents the 0.74 eV resonance (~~~Áà), the tri angle -
the 3.0 eV resonance (~~~éà), the cross - the Î .Â7 eV
resonance (mir ture î,( t 4~Sm i n La target) , black dots
indi cate the region of smooth dependence î / the ~~~Éà

cross secti on, due to à strong negati ve resonance.

Closely related to the above topic are the joint studies carried out by the Dubna-Gatchina
collaboration at the PINP high-intensity beam of polarized thermal neutrons for observing parity
violation in reactions involving emission of charged particles. The p-odd asymmetry à was
measured in the '~Â(ï , à)×ë reaction. The upper limit of the eff ect, significant from the point of
view of theory, was derived from experimental data for à -lines - à = (3.4+6.7) 10 ~ and the
à,-line - à , = (-2.4+1.6) 10-~
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À series of interesting new results was obtained in traditional neutron spectroscopy. Studies
î Ãamplifi ed (by factors of up to ten) electromagnetic transit ions between highly excited states, which
are most likely related to the fragmentation of single-particle 4S- and 4P-neutron shells into states
participating in gamma transitions, were continued with à number of even-even nuclei in the vicinity
of '~~ß using the CASCAD setup. À j oint analysis of experimental data on (n, ó)- and (n, 2ó)-
reactions for the '~~% nucleus resulted in obtaining à record-breaking, from the point of view of
completeness, scheme of levels including the 1.5-3.5 M eV excitation energy interval, not previously
studied. The radiation strength functions of primary dipole y-transit ions of the discharge cascade of
the capture state were obtained for " 7. ~' ~Âà and '~'Hf nuclei . For these nuclei, like for the nuclei

studied previously, the radiation strength function was established to depend on the temperature of
the excited nucleus.

M easurements of the cascade y-radiation were performed for the '~~ÓÜ nucleus produced
after the J3-decay of '~× è. This allowed an essential correction of the known scheme of levels

(Fig. 24) obtained by tradit ional methods of precision nuclear spectroscopy. This experiment
revealed the existence of new possibilities in this fi eld.

~

ß , 24. Scheme of the levels of ~~î ÓÜ: — - previously
known levels conf irmed by this work; - - - - not conf irmed
levels; — — — - newly discovered levels. At Ihe right -
example î / analysi s î / two-quantum gamma-transi ti ons
ô î í the 3064.98 keV level of é å ~~î Ó6 nucleus. The

notati oni s the same.

~F i~ 22. D ependence of otteo tn te i n lenei ly of two-
quan tum cascades to the f ir st exci ted state of ~~~ÓÜ

on exc i tat ion energ y. The R oman n umbers i ndi ca te

p r obabl e g r oup s of åqè ! É ç!àï 1 sta tes.

The two-step y-cascades measured earlier at FLNP for twenty target nuclei in the 114 < À <
187 mass interval were analyzed with the aim of revealing intense y-transit ions between
approximately equidistant excited levels (Fig. 25). À conclusion was made concerning the possible
existence in heavy nuclei of groups of excitations of the vibrational type with à characteristic energy
interval Å = 500-800 Ì å× . For confi rmation of this conclusion measurements must be performed at

à number of neutron resonances, which requires à significant (and expensive) enhancement of the
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luminosity of the existing spectrometer. Certain progress is expected in 1994, should the new gamma
spectrometers ordered in Krakow arrive.

M easurements of the multiplicity distribution of y-quanta after radioactive capture of
neutrons by ' 4~ '4~ ' sSm nuclei, that were started earlier with the aid of the ROM A SHKA setup
(à 4n-detector based on NaJ(T1) crystals), have been completed. New data have been obtained on

resonance parameters. For example, à unique set of data on the total radioactive widths has been
determined for '4~Sm (Fig. 26). Similar measurements have been carried out for the '~~ '~~ '~®Í Ã

isotopes, but have not been processed yet .
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Studies have continued of reactions induced by neutrons on stable and radioactive isotopes
and involving the emission of charged part icles. Results were obtained in measurements of (n, ð)-
reactions on the radioactive target nuclei " Cl and 4' × , carried out Úó the Dubna-Gatchina group and
by the Dubna-L os Alamos collaboration with the aid of the technique developed at FLNP.

Processing has been completed î Ãmeasurements î Ãthe 3~C1(n, p)3~S reaction that plays à key
part in the production of the ' ~S isotope, which, in turn, essentially àé åñé the branching of the fast

and slow processes of nucleosynthesis in stars. Analysis of the energy dependence of the cross
section (Fig. 27) within à wide range of neutron energies (up to 800 keV ) has required the
application of multilevel multichannel formalism. The calculated ý~ß production reaction rate turned

out to be two times lower than the rate utilized previously in calculations, which permits signifi cant
diff iculties in the theoretical description î é Üå S-process of nucleosynthesis to be overcome.

Earlier, measurements were reported of the spectra of prompt y-quanta from fragments
produced in the fi ssion of the ~4~Ðè compound nucleus. Processing of these measurements has been

completed. Data have been obtained on the variation of independent yields of fragments produced at
à level >- 1% in the neutron resonances of 23~Ðè, and the yields and lifetimes of the isomer fragments

have been determined. Within à 5% precision, the conclusion has been ò àáå that fi ssion from the
compound state of spin 1' is single-channeled. Indications have been obtained that the integrated

yield of fragments is dependent upon the fission resonance width. M ultiplicity measurements have
been carried out î Ãprompt y-quanta from 2' ýÖ " ' Ö " ~ß ð àï é 23~Ðè fission resonances.

M easurements have been completed and analyzed î Ãí å neutron induced fission cross section
for the ~~~ß ð isotope, which is important in the problem of transmutation of the minor actinides.

The results permitted the removal of à previous contradiction between the data of difFerent groups
(Fig. 28).
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~F it . 2 7. D ep e n d e n c e of ~ ~Ñ ! (ï , p ) s ~Á r e a c t t o n c r o s s s e c t i o n o n n e u t r o n e n e r g y .
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Ã~ , 28. Compari son of f isè on cr oss secti ons o>f or ~s Np measured i n Saclay (dashed li ne) , f or
ï åè~òî ò ß î ò an underground nuclear exp losi on (dot-dashed li ne) , on the lead cube î~ é å Ky oto
uni versi ty (bl ack dots) and at FLNP (soli d li ne)

Completion of the above indicated studies turned out to be possible due to RFFI grants, and
to the contribution of collaborants from Poland, Chekhia, Slovakia, USA, and the Netherlands.
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1.3.3. ÒÍ Å Î Ê Å Ò1ÑÀ Û ÕÓ Å ßÒ1Ñ À Ò1Î Õ ß

Theoretical work in fundamental nuclear physics continued in à number of sectors.

Calculations were performed of the electric polarizability à of à free neutron and of à
neutron bound in nuclear matter. The resulting values of à àãå in quantitative agreement with
existing experimental estimates. M eson (it, ð and à) degrees of freedom have been shown to be
essential for describing nuclear matter, especially in the ñàçå of high densities and temperatures.
Ðåï çå nuclear matter has been investigated at à temperature Ò — (1-2) mÄ. The change in the pion

spectrum of çèñï à gas, as compared with the spectrum of free pions, consists in substitution of the
eff ective mass mÄ(T), that increases with temperature for the mass mÄ. The main thermodynamic

quantities of the system decrease, as compared with an ideal pion gas.

An original method of solving the multipart icle problem has been applied in studying à system
î Ãthree neutrons. The phenomenon of the appearance of artificial resonances has been observed and
explained as non-physical solutions, as the area considered was limited. This gives rise to doubt
concerning the previous conclusion on the existence of à three-neutron resonance.

An original microscopic method î È åçñï Ü~ï ä cluster radioactivity has been applied in making
detailed calculations of the probability of emission of carbon, oxygen and neon nuclei for the region
of daughter nuclei in the vicinity of the doubly ò àó ñ '~~Áï ' ~ nucleus. The theoretical predictions
diff ered from previous î ï åç by six and ò î ãå orders of magnitude and were confi rmed by
measurements performed at FLNR JINR. Theoretical investigation of eff ects due to the structure of
the init ial and final nuclei in cluster decay points to their being of à ò î ãå complex nature than the
similar mechanism of à -decay. Thus, for example, the hindrance factors of cluster radioactivity
cannot be explained if only singlet nucleon-nucleon pairing is taken into account .

An experimental method for measuring UCN refl ections from powders has been developed at
FLNP for studies of anomalous losses of UCN . Owing to the diff usion of à neutron between grains
and to multiple scattering from the surface of individual grains, the sensit ivity to small losses of à
single refl ection increases. For interpreting the results of measurements, à model was proposed that
takes into account the infl uence of the packing density of grains on the albedo. I t turned out to be
possible to achieve qualitative agreement with experimental data with the aid of this model .

The theory of multiple scattering î Ãwaves was analyzed in detail to establish the applicability
of the optical potential in describing UCN refl ection from à boundary surface. With its aid
corrections were found to the refl ection from the surface of à monocrystal with à precision up to (d/
X)z, where d is the lattice parameter, and Õ is the neutron wavelength.
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